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Quench Simulation in an Integrated Design Environment
for Superconducting Magnets
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The electrical integrity of superconducting magnets that go through a resistive transition (quench) is an important consideration in
magnet design. Numerical quench simulation leads to a coupled thermodynamic and electromagnetic problem, due to the mutual de-
pendence of material parameters. While many tools treat the electromagnetic field problem and the thermodynamic one independently,
more recent developments adopt a strongly coupled approach in a 3-D finite-element environment. We introduce a computationally ef-
ficient weak electromagnetic-thermodynamic coupling within an integrated design environment for superconducting magnets.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic fields, quench simulation, superconducting accelerator magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUPERCONDUCTING accelerator magnets operate close to
the critical surface of the wire, in order to achieve maximum

fields in an economical way. Quench simulation deals with the
resistive transition of the superconductor, when the current den-
sity, the temperature, or the magnetic induction exceed critical
values. The current decay in the magnet is then determined by
an external circuit, comprising a protection diode and an en-
ergy extraction system (dump resistor). Ohmic heating in the
resistive zone results in a propagation of the quench throughout
the superconducting coil and rises the voltage above a detection
threshold that is used to trigger protection circuits with so-called
quench heaters. These heaters cause a resistive transition in ad-
jacent conductors, thus ensuring that the stored energy is dissi-
pated evenly over a larger coil volume. Eddy currents losses in
the conductor further increase the cable temperature and accel-
erate the quench propagation—a process that is referred to as
quench-back. A quench simulation tool must, thus, be able to
deal with the following:

1) the electromagnetic behavior of the magnet, including the
nonlinear magnetization of the iron yoke, eddy-currents in
the Rutherford-type cables, as well as the superconductor
magnetization;

2) the thermodynamic effects of cooling and quench propa-
gation determined by highly nonlinear material properties
(heat capacity, magneto-resistance);

3) the electrical-circuit behavior of the magnet.
As critical parameters, we identify the peak voltage and peak

temperature during a quench, as well as the voltage signal of a
quench in so-called voltage taps connected to the conductors.
The latter is important for the design of quench protection elec-
tronics, whereas the former are concerned with the electrical in-
tegrity of the magnet. In the light of new challenges, such as
fast-ramping and high-field magnets, we stress that these pa-
rameters must be considered from the earliest stages of magnet
design and optimisation.

Over the past decades, quench simulation routines were de-
veloped that decoupled the electromagnetic field problem from
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the thermal simulation. As examples, we mention semi-analyt-
ical approaches as in [1]–[3], and a model using a commer-
cial network solver to compute the behaviour of a thermal and
an electrical network [4]. A FEM model for the calculation of
quench propagation was used in [5] and [6]. The limitations of
these methods are reached when strong saturation effects in the
yoke occur, which cannot be represented by equivalent induc-
tances and scaled field-maps.

A strong coupling of field calculation, thermal simulation,
and electric-circuit analysis is presented in [7] for solenoidal
magnets. The thermal problem is solved on the same finite-el-
ement mesh as the electromagnetic problem. The required
meshing of the coil, air domain, and iron yoke makes this ap-
proach computationally expensive for the use in an integrated
design process of accelerator magnets, in particular for so-called
cos magnets made from Rutherford-type conductors.

II. QUENCH SIMULATION WITH ROXIE

The CERN field computation program ROXIE is a tool for
the integrated design of superconducting accelerator magnets
[8]. Coils are represented by a set of line-currents, modelling
the superconducting strands. Design parameters for the coil and
yoke geometries can be addressed in a mathematical optimisa-
tion. The field in the yoke is calculated with the coupling method
of boundary- and finite elements (BEM-FEM coupling). Only
the yoke needs to be meshed.

The electromagnetic field problem and the thermal network
exhibit different time constants. Moreover, a BEM-FEM cycle
is computationally more expensive than the solution of the cou-
pled electrical-network equations. Thus, we introduce two dis-
tinct time stepping loops, as shown in Fig. 1. The quench algo-
rithm is discussed in detail in the following sections.

A. Numerical Field Computation

The local field distribution in the coil is calculated by means
of the BEM-FEM coupling method. At this stage of devel-
opment, we assume that a magnet is long, compared to the
diameter of the magnet aperture (generally true for dipole- and
quadrupole magnets in accelerators) and, thus, numerical field
computation can be carried out in two dimensions. Eddy-cur-
rent losses in the cable are calculated from the local field
sweep. We distinguish so-called interfilament- and interstrand
coupling currents. Interfilament coupling currents are induced
in the twisted superconductor-copper matrix of a strand. In-
terstrand coupling currents are induced in a Rutherford-type
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the ROXIE quench simulation algorithm. We distin-
guish an outer loop of magnetic field computation and an inner loop of quench
simulation.

cable in loops of superconducting strands and contact resis-
tances between strands. The coupling-current time-constants
are influenced by the copper resistivity, contact resistances,
and geometric parameters, all of which are input parameters
to the simulation. The BEM-FEM field model and the cou-
pling-current models are weakly coupled by an iteration loop
[9], marked in Fig. 1 with a star.

B. Quench Module

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the quench module uses the field dis-
tribution in the coil from the numerical field computation. It
needs to be recalculated at time intervals which are automati-
cally determined, see Section II-C.

The time steps of the inner loop are determined by a fourth-
order Runge–Kutta algorithm with adaptive step-size control
and an explicit time-integration scheme.

The origin of the simulated quench is designated by the user.
Before the quench, the magnet is considered to be in steady state
operation at nominal current.

1) Resistive Transition and Resistivity: For each conductor
in the cross section we store its working point in terms of cur-
rent density, average temperature, and peak field. In the super-

conducting state, the working point is below the so-called crit-
ical surface, which is given by a fit-function [10]. At
every time step, the conductor’s temperature margin to the crit-
ical surface is evaluated for given peak-field and current den-
sity.1 The conductor quenches at zero margin. Current-sharing
is neglected.

The copper-resistivity is calculated as a function of tem-
perature and average magnetic induction across the conductor
(magneto-resistance). The residual resistivity ratio (RRR)
is a measured input parameter to this fit. Furthermore, the
copper-to-superconductor ratio and the fit-parameters of the
critical surface are input parameters to the quench model.

2) Dissipated Power: The heating power in each conductor
is the sum of ohmic losses (current flowing in the copper matrix
in a quenched conductor), coupling-current losses and quench
heater power, as well as beam losses or other external heating
mechanisms. The time constant of the coupling-currents is taken
into account.

Coupling-current losses are neglected once the respective
conductor has quenched, whereas ohmic losses only set in after
a quench has occurred. Quench heaters are considered as cir-
cuits that discharge their stored energy upon an external trigger
from the quench-protection system. The stored heater-energy
and the slope of the discharge (constant, exponential) are
user-supplied parameters. The thermal coupling is considered
as ideal.

3) Thermal Model: Every conductor constitutes a node in a
thermal network. The continuous heat-balance equation

(1)

is solved for every node. Here, denotes the mass density,
the nonlinear specific heat capacity, the nonlinear and
anisotropic thermal conductivity, and the power density.

In the current state of implementation, heat transfer is con-
sidered only between neighbouring cables across the broad side
of the cable. The discrete heat-balance equation for the th con-
ductor, thus, reads

(2)

where is the mean heat capacity of the conductor, and
is the sum of dissipated power. Another user supplied parameter
is the heat-transfer coefficient , which determines the turn-to-
turn quench-propagation velocity.

4) Electrical Network: The magnet is connected to an ex-
ternal network that consists of a current source, a bypass-diode
with threshold voltage and forward resistance , and
possibly a protection resistor in series, compare Fig. 2. The
magnet itself is represented in the network by the resistance

and the differential inductance

(3)

where denotes the linked flux in the magnet coils. The differ-
ential inductance depends on the excitation current due to the
nonlinear magnetisation of the iron yoke.

When the magnet quenches, the resistivity rises
and the terminal voltage increases. Once the terminal voltage
reaches the threshold voltage of the bypass-diode, the diode

1The nonlinear equation is solved by a Newton algorithm.
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Fig. 2. Electrical network model of a superconducting magnet with protection
circuits (protection resistor, bypass diode).

branch becomes conductive and the current commutes from
the magnet into the diode. The voltage can be monitored be-
tween any pair of conductors. Reaching a threshold triggers the
quench heaters and a protection resistor. The electrical network
equation reads

(4)

5) Runge–Kutta With Adaptive Time-Stepping: The thermal-
network-quation (2) and the electrical-network (4) are solved
with the classical fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm in
an explicit time-integration scheme. For each Runge–Kutta
time-step, four steps are calculated at different time intervals.
A quality-factor [11] indicates if the Runge–Kutta time-step
has been appropriate or whether it should be shortened and
repeated. If possible, the time-step size is increased for the
subsequent step. Adaptive time-stepping is necessary due to
the highly-nonlinear material parameters, especially the heat
capacity at cryogenic temperatures. It is also needed to resolve
the growth of the resistive zone inside the magnet, and the
switching-in of the protection resistor. Material parameters
need to be updated in every time step.

6) Voltage Calculation: The induced voltage is calculated in
all turns of the coil from the time-derivative of the linked flux.
To evaluate resistive voltages we interpolate the resistivities be-
fore- and after each Runge–Kutta step. The potential to ground
of each conductor, and the terminal voltage are calculated by
summing all internal voltages in topological order according to
the coil-winding scheme.

C. Loop Termination

Ohmic losses and coupling-current losses are driven by the
stored magnetic energy in the magnet. We use this to calcu-
late the energy decrease in the magnetic field. When it has de-
creased by a user-supplied factor, the field is updated, i.e., the
quench-simulation loop is interrupted and a BEM-FEM time
step is carried out. The quench simulation then proceeds with
updated values for the field- and coupling-current-loss distribu-
tion. In Fig. 4, the differential-inductance graph exhibits
the BEM-FEM steps.

III. RESULTS

A single aperture dipole magnet similar to those tested in
the 1990s at the CERN coil-test-facility is used as the model
problem. The magnet employs Nb-Ti superconductor tech-
nology. It consists of six coil-blocks per quadrant, surrounded
by an iron yoke as shown in Fig. 3. The heat transfer between
adjacent turns is assumed to be 0.1 W/K and the RRR-value of

Fig. 3. Model problem for quench simulation. Left: Coil cross section with
block numbering and quench heaters. Right: Quadrant of coil and yoke
geometry.

Fig. 4. Top: Magnet current I and peak temperature T during a quench.
Bottom: Coil resistance R , inductance L and differential inductance L as a
function of time.

the copper matrix is 150. With a current of 13 kA, this magnets
reaches a central field of 9.24 T at 1.9 K operation temperature.
These are the initial conditions for the quench simulation.

A quench is initiated in the inner-most turn of block 6 by in-
creasing the temperature above the critical temperature. Quench
detection is assumed to be immediate, quench heaters are fired
with a delay of 40 ms. They contribute 10 W/m heating power
(decaying with a time constant of 70 ms) in every conductor that
is covered by a heater, see Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 (top) shows the development of the temperature
in the conductor where the quench originated, as well

as the current decrease. The lower part displays the growth of
the coil resistance and the change of the self inductance
and the differential self inductance .

Fig. 5 depicts the temperature margin to quench as a func-
tion of time, for all conductors of blocks 1 to 12, compare
Fig. 3 (left). Three main features of the quench algorithm are
demonstrated.

1) The quench heaters are fired at ms. Conductors
covered by heaters do not quench simultaneously, due to
the inhomogeneous field distribution in the coil.

2) The inner-layer blocks 3–10 quench due to the induced
losses (quench-back).

3) The conductors in the outer layer quench due to transversal
heat transfer.
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Fig. 5. Temperature margin to quench (in Kelvins) for all conductors in blocks
1 to 12, compare Fig. 3 (left). Transversal quench propagation due to heat
transfer as well as quench-back due to losses can be seen.

Fig. 6. Magnet current I and peak temperature T for the study of fea-
tures of the simulation program. Case A uses the full feature set described in
Section II-B, with a RRR of 150. Case B uses all features of case A without
induced losses, and with a RRR of 80. Case C uses a linear inductance, L, and
a RRR of 150. It neglects quench-back and heat conduction.

Fig. 7. Electric potential of turns in the superconducting coil (in volts per meter
of magnet length) for all conductors in blocks 1 to 12, compare Fig. 3 (left). Only
the quench heaters on the lower coil are excited.

Fig. 6 compares the quench model with different feature sets.
Case A uses the full feature set described in Section II-B, with a
RRR of 150. Case B uses all features of case A without induced
losses, and with a RRR of 80. The results for a model without
quench-back, differential inductance, and heat conduction, with
a RRR of 150, are shown in case C. The current decay in cases
A and B is identical. Nevertheless the peak temperature differs
by 45 K. Case C shows a slower current decay and a higher peak
temperature as compared to case A.

Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the electric potential in the
conductors of blocks 1–12 during a quench. We have simulated

a heater failure in the upper half-plane. The voltage is highest
in the part of the coil not protected by quench heaters (large
potential differences between conductors). Although the turn to
turn voltage per meter magnet length is in the range of a few
volts per meter, the interlayer voltage between blocks 7 and 11
is of the order of 50 V.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have implemented a quench simulation algorithm in
the CERN field-computation program ROXIE. The approach
allows to analyse the coupled electromagnetic and thermody-
namic problems. The main structure of the code is established
and validated with the simulation of a quench in single-aperture
dipole model. It has to be emphasised that the quench algorithm
depends on a number of empirical parameters which include
the RRR of the copper, the contact resistances of the strands
in the cable, the quench heater delay, and the quench detection
threshold, among others. Thus, within the physical range of
these parameters different sets can be found such that given
measurements, i.e., the current decay curve can be fully repro-
duced. For this reason we have omitted the direct comparison
to measurements and defer them to future work [12]. The
implementation of the algorithm within the integrated design
environment of the ROXIE code allows the systematic study of
the sensitivity to these parameters. It is now easy to study the
effect of missing quench heaters and to compare different coil
and yoke designs for future magnet projects.
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